Introducing the Mood Matcher with a special Musicassette offer


It plays anywhere. Instantly. But not any old music. Your own special choice to match your mood. Best, cool, or whatever.

The Phillips Cassettophone uses musiccassettes—pocket-sized pre-recorded tapes packed in one-piece cassettes. There's much smaller than discs. Handle. Longer lasting. And available in hundreds of different EP and LP titles.

We're offering you these EP musiccassettes, for only 34 6, when you buy your Mood Matcher, to help you start your collection.

Don't miss this special introductory offer. See the Cassettophone at your Phillips dealer. Or write to: Phillips Electrical Ltd., Cuthbert House, Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W.C. 2.

PHILIPS Cassettophone music to match your mood at the drop of a Musicassette.
LEAPY'S A COMPELLIVE CLOWN

LEAPY GRAMPIER later known to the world as Leapy Lee, is a com- pellive clown. At the age of 15 he saw Henny Youngman doing a show at the London Palladium. "I was a very impressionable young man," he says, "and I was at school at the time. I decided then that I wanted to be a comedian."

But you don't have to be a comedian to see the funny side of life, which is exactly what Leapy has done. He has been a window cleaner, a garage attendant and a postman, all of which he found very amusing.

Window cleaner

"I was a window cleaner," he says. "I used to clean the windows of the houses in the street. I found it very amusing. I used to make the people who lived in the houses laugh."

Garage attendant

"I was a garage attendant," he says. "I used to fill up cars with petrol. I found it very amusing. I used to make the people who came to the garage laugh."

Postman

"I was a postman," he says. "I used to deliver letters to people's homes. I found it very amusing. I used to make the people who received the letters laugh."

Naughty

"I was a naughty boy," he says. "I used to do things that were naughty. I found it very amusing. I used to make the people who were my parents laugh."

It's not me

"It's not me," he says. "It's not me."
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Super 24-page issue, including CLIFF-SHADOWS 10 YEAR TRIBUTE

Memphis falls for our Dusty

ONLY 5/- DOWN for 4 L.P.s
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FREE!
POP POSTER
INSIDE EVERY COPY

NEX HOTTEST Super Pop Pic Poster

EMI

CLIFF RICHARD
Sings his latest release
Marianne
Columbia DB8476

NEXT WEEK

RUMBLER 24 PAGE FREE PICK OF THE
BEST PICK AND UN-SECOND POP FACTS.

NEXT WEEK

SIMON DUPREE
and The Big Sound
Thinking About My Life
Parlophone R5727

DORIAN GRAY
Jingle Down a Hill
Parlophone R5732

LOVE SCULPTURE
Wang - Dang - Doodle
Parlophone R5731

NEXT WEEK

"Other People I'd Like To Record"
by GEORGE HARRISON

NEWMUSICAL EXPRESS

THROUGH the rain, tempest and flood, George ("Hey Jude") is at No. 1! He recorded his new single, "If I Needed Someone," and a second, "I Am The Walrus," for Apple records. He is also recording the theme for the new film, "The Walrus and the Carpenter," in the studio next week.

He confesses to Alan Smith

HARMONY SHINE - SHADOWS HAND IN HAND

OUT NOW £1

NEXT WEEK

THE EXCITING HORACE FAITH
WITH THE WILD CERTAINTY
TUE DAYS CHILDREN
THE 4TH FLOOR
KATCH 22
TONY RIVERS AND THE CASTAWAYS
THE MOODIE
NEWSPAPER: OCTOBER 1ST
THE FABULOUS FLIRTATIONS

HATCHETTS PLAYGROUND

Hi, are you a fan of Dusty? Check out this Pop Poster and get your hands on Dusty's latest release. Marianne! Sure to please your music-loving friends! Available at Parlophone R5731.
Part two of the Jagger±Richter on story...

OUR LIVE SHOWS MORE SUBVERSIVE THAN 'STREET FIGHTIN' MAN!'

Keith Richards

In that isolated audio with the bare grill which Rolling Stones Inc. is disposed to call a hit and up to the top floor where we stop with a sheathing crush, having apparently come in contact with some electric current, is the song you hear.

This is the group interrogation, known to the British press as the stones' house party, during which the group is supposed to be rehearsing songs for their future shows.

Special by KEITH ALTHAM

Innocent

That sleeve

The sleeve of 'Street Fighting Man' is a variation of one of the sleeves of the Stones' album, 'Let's Spend the Night Together.'

The sleeve is a portrait of an elderly man with a white beard and glasses, who is holding a rolled-up newspaper.

That sleeve

What's on it?

The sleeve of 'Street Fighting Man' is a variation of one of the sleeves of the Stones' album, 'Let's Spend the Night Together.'

The sleeve is a portrait of an elderly man with a white beard and glasses, who is holding a rolled-up newspaper.

ELVIS INFLUENCED DOORS

By NICK LOGAN

Dylan's backing group in

Followed one of them to a jam in a bar, got a chance to talk someone who was... (to be continued)

NEXT WEEK

In a bumper 24-pager George Harrison Heat future

and still only 7d !

Thats a whole lot of percussion in front of you. Inviting isn't it?

You must get behind one of the famous new Premier outfits soon. It's about the same. We're using to Premier by some of the best drummers in the business, including a lot of the top Americans.

Well... there are reasons for this and here they are:

A shock of wonderful new features like new Everyday heads, new fittings and new accessories have helped to improve and the fabulous Premier and it's all got from Premier outlets. What a menu! All these new things are not just gimmicks. They're real improvements answering the genuine needs your drummers have.

We checked them out with some of the world's top drummers, like Max Roach. So we know they'll like what they see. Drop in to your dealer and see for yourself.
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CANNED HEAT HAVE SUNFLOWER, BEAR & TREE MAN!

This is the story of Canned Heat, a young hot, exciting band. The Incredible Hitting Band and on tour, now incredible hitting England. You are invited to read further below.

BY ALAN SMITH

First time

FROM YOU TO US

Who's Mixing

DON PARTRIDGE

His Debut Album

THE MARMALADE

 WAIT FOR ME MARY-ANNE

3708

INastic new single follow up to "TOWN"

NINA SIMONE

has recorded a fantastic, up-tempo performance of two nice "Chatt's"—this highly controversial and successful single. It's been a hit in the U.S. and sold millions of copies here.

NINA SIMONE has recorded a fantastic, up-tempo performance of two nice "Chatt's"—this highly controversial and successful single. It's been a hit in the U.S. and sold millions of copies here.

MAMAS AND THE PAPAS are going to be making a big hit on 'Records. Their new LP, "THE PAPAS AND THE PAPAS" (RCA 71327), is a beautiful album that has been gaining a lot of attention. It's been on the charts for a few weeks now, and it's been doing very well. It's a fantastic album and is sure to be a hit with the public. MAMAS AND THE PAPAS are going to be making a big hit on 'Records. Their new LP, "THE PAPAS AND THE PAPAS" (RCA 71327), is a beautiful album that has been gaining a lot of attention. It's been on the charts for a few weeks now, and it's been doing very well. It's a fantastic album and is sure to be a hit with the public.

Don't miss out on this fantastic album! It's a must-have for any music lover.

MAMAS AND THE PAPAS are going to be making a big hit on 'Records. Their new LP, "THE PAPAS AND THE PAPAS" (RCA 71327), is a beautiful album that has been gaining a lot of attention. It's been on the charts for a few weeks now, and it's been doing very well. It's a fantastic album and is sure to be a hit with the public.

If you're a fan of MAMAS AND THE PAPAS, then you're going to love their new LP, "THE PAPAS AND THE PAPAS" (RCA 71327), which has been gaining a lot of attention in the past few weeks. It's a fantastic album and is sure to be a hit with the public.
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TOP SINGLES REVIEWED BY DEREK JOHNSON

TRAFFIC SINGLE A BAFFLING DECISION

CROSSED BY NAMELESS BOUNDARIES

The band's previous single charted at 50, but this time it's no music chart

Moments of truth for Marmalade

MARMALADE - "Wait For The Beatles (CLIFF)

The moment of truth for Marmalade when they strike back. The boys are out

QUALITY CLIFF

CLIFF - "Holiday (CLIFF)

They are out to show what they've got, and they do it in a quality way.

ROBUST WESTLAKE SONG FOR DUSTY

DUSTY - "Close My Eyes And Think Of You" (WESTLAKE)

A robust song for Dusty, it's a hit that drives along well.

REVIEWS PAGE 10

A NEW LABEL TO LOOK FOR

ROULETTE

FIRST RELEASES OUT NOW

TOMMY JAMES AND THE SHONDALLS

'Do Something To Me'

ROS500

The follow-up to MONY MONY

And a great LP

'MONY MONY'

RRLP1

SCOTT WALKER

THE LOVE AFFAIR

THE PAPERDOLLS

SPECIAL GUEST STARS

TOMMY JAMES AND THE SHONDALLS

RONNIE SCOTT ORCHESTRA

MICHE QUINN

THE GUNN

FIRBURY PARK

STAFFA

FRI. OCT. 10th

BRADFORD

GAUMONT

SUN. OCT. 6th

EDINBURGH

A.B.C.

WED. OCT. 9th

NEWCASTLE

CITY HALL

THURS OCT. 10th

BIRMINGHAM

ODEON

SAT OCT. 12th

CHESTERFIELD

A.B.C.

SAT OCT. 12th

LIVERPOOL

EMPIRE

SUN OCT. 13th

BRISTOL

COLSTON HALLS

MON OCT. 14th

CARDIFF

CAPITOL

WED OCT. 16

BOX OFFICES NOW OPEN

NEW SINGLES

THE BUNCH

THE MARMALADE

PHILADOR LINCOLN

WAG THE DOG

THE GUNN

SOUND OF THE WHISPERS

THE AVANT-GARDE

SILLY THE FAMILY STONE
DOORS, SEEKERS, OTIS

LPs reviewed by ALLEN EVANS

KINIAN REMINISCING ON THE VILLAGE GREEN

KNOCK-OUT SLY

KINKS MAKING A DANCE EP?

COMPULSIVE STAPPERS

MORE SINGLES FROM PAGE 6

JETHRO TULL

SONG FOR JEFFREY

FIRST SINGLE

MGM's DISCO THEQUE WEEK

THE SHOWSTAPPERS

EENY MEENY

THE MAGISTRATES

AFTER THE FOX

THE BLOSSOMS

TWEEDLE DEE

THE MONTANAS

RUN TO ME

NME TOP 30

NEW SINGLES

DIONNE WARWICK

WHO IS GONNA LOVE ME?

WIP 6043

FOR JOHN GEE

WIP 6043

FOR JOHN GEE

ARMY V2

FOR THE VILLAGION VANGUARD
**STONES’ AFRICA MOVIE**

The Rolling Stones are almost certain to star in a major film—described as “weird, mad, bizarre”—to be made by a Hollywood production company in Africa in late December. The movie will be filmed in colour, with Mick Jagger as the central figure. Keith Richards will have a supporting role, as will Brian Jones depending on the outcome of his trial in connexion with an alleged drug offence. John Maynard will write the entire musical score, although it is unlikely the group will appear anywhere in the film as they play opposing characters in the story.

The movie is described as the “most anti-American, anti-Western picture ever made”. The film’s producer, a London-based film star, has said: “We’re going to have to find a way to make the mostpcs of the Stones’ music popular in Africa.”

Other film news:

**EQUALS NEXT**

The Equals and Syl will split in the next group competition, **kathy**

**SLY, STONE TOUR SHOCK**

Sly & The Family Stone will play in London in the next tour, **kathy**

**CASUALS FOR FROST TV SHOW—PLUS BEACH BOYS’ PACKAGE?**

The Casuals — up to No. 3 in this week's NME Chart with their British hit, "Out on the Weekend" — have been asked by the London TV show " Dannii Frost On Sunday" — to guest on the show. There is a strong possibility the group will also have a package deal for a six-week tour of the UK and Europe. (The band is also working on a new album.)

**MOODIES PLAN SECOND LONDON CONCERT SOON**

The Moody Blues plan to play in London when their current American tour is over. The band's manager, John merging, has confirmed the plans and said the group will play in London next month. The Moody Blues are currently touring the U.S. and are due to return to the UK in early January.

**HERD JAPAN OFFER**

The Herd are set to tour Japan in the near future. The group's manager, Bob Stockton, has confirmed the plans and said the tour is for the purpose of promoting the band's latest album. The Herd are currently working on a new album, which is due for release in the spring of next year.

**U.S. FEARS FOR NICE SO DELAY**

Herd, Partridge, Bruce singles, a Leavy revival, Beatles cover

The singles by the Herd, Bonzai, Bruce Channel on a play in a U.S. showcase for the Nice. The singles are expected to be released in the next few weeks.

**AMEN ‘IN DISPUTE’**

The current dispute between Amen (managed by Tom Jones, London) and its management company is due to be settled in court. The dispute centres around the control of the band's music, with Amen claiming to have sole control of the band's material.

**RECORD SALES UP**

A new report shows that record sales have increased by 20% in the past year. The report attributes the increase to the growing popularity of rock and roll music.

**MICHAEL CARR DIES**

Michael Carr, the former lead singer of the English rock band, has died at the age of 25. He was killed in a car crash last night in Paris. Carr was known for his powerful vocals and was a member of the band for five years.